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Why Paint Additives?
I love eggs.  But I’m not always eating plain eggs.  If I want 
Italian eggs, I add oregano.  If I want Tex-Mex eggs, I add 
chili powder.  And when I feel like an Asian omelet, I add fish 
sauce to the recipe.  Not because there is anything wrong 
with the eggs, but just because I want something extra. 

Paint Additives work the same way.  Many manufacturers 
make quality paint that can be used for a wide variety of 
projects. But sometimes, a project requires something extra.  
That is when a paint additive can come in handy. 

In this booklet we want to tell you how paint additives can 
help you, when you face certain challenges in your paint 
projects.  To make your job as a painter easier, and to help 
your clients enjoy the result of your labor longer. 
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“Miracle Additive”
- This Old House

Paint latex paint
directly over oil paint
Paint latex paint 
directly over oil paint
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Prep

During a painting project, you can easily spend 
more time without a brush in your hand than 
with it. Preparing your surface well is half of the 
work. Traditionally that often means sanding ... 
but not anymore when you use Oil Bond paint 
additive.
Replace hours of sanding with a simple wipe!

Pretreat with Oil Bond to convert your glossy 
surface to accept latex paint. Then add Oil Bond 
to your paint and complete your project in 1/2 
the time!
Oil Bond was honored in This Old House’s top 
100 best new products for 2015.
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What the Pros
are saying...

“I hate sanding.  It makes such a huge mess in the house.  I’m 
breathing it in and getting it everywhere.  It’s  just generally a 
pain in the butt and so, if that part of it could be eliminated. 
...anything I can cut down to increase my efficiency is what I 
look for.” - James 

“[Painting with Oil Bond in my latex paint] was a lot easier. You 
wipe it on. You’re done. The old way takes me probably 15 to 20 
minutes to sand everything to make sure I got everything, every bit 
of the surface roughened up.  Using Oil Bond, I had the paint on the 
surface within a couple of minutes; much easier.”  - Brandon

“. . . I would say that stuff worked really good.  I applied it 
to the rag, wiped it down, it removed tons and tons of dirt 
off that tabletop. I was really surprised, and then it 
seemed to breakdown the gloss pretty well.  I didn’t neces-
sitate sanding it which was beautiful because .  I’ve put so 
much polyurethane on it, I would have to take a hand 
sander to sand that down which would have made a huge 
mess.  So again, yeah it eliminated steps.  I would say it 
was great.”  - Daniel



Avoid
Priming
Prep
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Paint latex over
metal surfaces
Paint latex over
metal surfaces
Painting latex paints over metal once meant  
using a coat of primer before a paint project 
could begin. Well, that initial step has been 
eliminated with the invention of Metal Bond 
paint additive by Latex Agent.
Metal Bond is a water-based paint additive 
that acts like a primer to metal surfaces.
Replace priming and expensive “direct to 
metal” paint!

Pretreat with Metal Bond then dose your favor-
ite brand of latex paint with this paint additive. 
Now you can paint latex over a metal surface 
without priming.

Avoid
Priming
Prep
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What the Pros
are saying...
“It actually more than met my expectations .  It’s very smooth 
and it remains, after I tested after three days it was very hard, 
and it didn’t seem like anything would come off. There wasn’t 
any chalkiness or anything.  No residue.”  - Joey

“You can mark me down as impressed.  Again, I’ve never seen latex 
go over the top of metal like that without some sort of primer, so 
yeah I’m impressed . . . thoroughly impressed!” - Tom

“. . . for all of my metal needs.  . . . when this product comes to 
market, anything that I am going to be painting is going to have 
Metal Bond on it for any kind of metal object.” - Bradley

“ Metal Bond made the latex paint really solid on there.  I was really 
impressed with it.  As far as my expectations, it completely met it.  
...that stuff is so hard on there. I even used a metal scraper and 
scratched on it and it didn’t relinquish, so it’s completely met my ex-
pectations....” - Douglas

“[Priming] It’s just an extra step.  It’s like painting something 
twice.”  - Sarah



Increase
Paint
Durability

No more dingsNo more dings
One of the downsides of latex paint is that it is 
relatively soft, which makes the painted surface 
easy to chip. Instead of upgrading to a very ex-
pensive paint, or sealing your paint with a pro-
tective coat, just add Hard Coat paint additive 
to your favorite brand of latex paint.
Hard Coat improves the durability of latex 
paint, creating a long-lasting surface that resists 
nicks and scratches.
Toughen up those high traffic areas!

Add Hard Coat to your favorite brand of latex 
paint for added durability that lasts a lifetime.
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Increase
Paint
Durability
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What the Pros
are saying...

“Won’t scratch, it won’t peel off .”  - Scott

“It went on really smoothly, which again, amazed me.”  - Suzy

“...when you have a high traffic area with children or pets or any 
of that stuff, paint can really take an abuse in those. So some-
thing like Hard Coat, you know, would be great to help alleviate 
that and let people’s paint job to last a little bit longer.”  - Marcus 

“Overall it’s a product that if it was out in the market I 
would definitely use it as my go-to for added durability 
in paint – something I would definitely look at; some-
thing I would definitely offer my clients.”  - Bart

“I remodeled 3 sides of a kitchen island with bead board and trim. 
Primered before the application. Then mixed the "Hard Coat" 
with a light teal latex paint. The paint went on and dried very 
smoothly. The dry time was much faster than expected (maybe 2 
hours). The best part was it did not dry sticky. I'm impressed with 
this product. Next project is adding stair treads to our stairs, and 
using "Hard Coat" to paint around them.” - Stephen



Improve
Sprayability
Improve
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And improve paint
flow & open time
And improve paint
flow & open time

Enhancer paint additive from Latex Agent is slow 
perfection. Enhancer will extend the dry time to 
allow you more opportunity to perfect edges and 
corners.
Tired of your paint sprayer clogging? Due to the lower 
VOC contents in latex paint, the paints are thicker 
than oil-based paints. Treating your latex paint with 
Enhancer will make the latex paint easier to spray 
and the sprayer easier to clean.
Eliminate those sightly brush strokes!

Add Enhancer to your favorite brand of latex paint to 
eliminate brush strokes and impress your customers 
with your high quality work. Enhancer will get your 
project rave reviews.
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What the Pros
are saying...

“Thins the paint better than Floetrol . . Probably a 
better extender too. Economy paints are much worse. 
This will probably be a big help with economy paints. 
No brush marks or roller stipple vs. Behr Ultra without 
additive.” - Ryan 

“Nice lay down and smooth finish.” - Mike

“Adding a dose of Enhancer easily improves workability and  
flow-ability and enables me to perfect my craft, achieving a 
great finished project with ease, eliminating gumming on 
brushes, which leaves crumbs behind and dirty brushmarks, 
all while improving dry time.” - Doug

“… no brush marks or roller stipple … when comparing 
Behr Ultra without Enhancer...” - Jesse

“Economy paints are much worse [than Behr Ultra for leveling] 
- this will probably be a big help with economy paints.” - Steven
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to Clean
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to Clean
Surfaces

Keep your projects
looking like new!
Keep your projects
looking like new!

Since latex paint is softer than oil-based paint, it 
naturally attracts dirt to walls, which makes latex 
paint’s surface hard to clean... until now!
Add Dirt Repel to your favorite brand of latex paint 
and upsell customers to a low maintenance wall and 
trim that will look like new for years to come.
Get continued customer satisfaction!

Your customers will brag on your work for years! 
Happy customers are repeat customers... and rave 
reviews bring in NEW customers. Stay on the lead-
ing edge of new technology and offer your valued 
customers and upgrade for the future of their 
investment.
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What the Pros
are saying...

“It did repel the dirt better than the non-treated surfaces” - Rob

“To me, this product is revolutionary in the market. It’s a five. 
If I could give it a five plus, I would!”- Ladon

“I painted my cement front outdoor steps in a light 
beige color and you can see every footprint, fingerprint, 
and even my cat's paw prints especially after it rains. 
Dirt also tends to accumulate in the corners of the steps 
but I want to keep this color. The 32 oz container of Dirt 
Repel is good for 2 gallons of paint (16 oz per gallon of 
paint). I repainted the steps using Dirt Repel since it 
only needs to be applied to the last top coat of paint. I 
noticed that there seems to be less dirt especially after 
it rains because you only have to rinse away the dirt to 
remove it. Dirt Repel makes it easier to clean dirt off of 
paint.” -  Stephie

“I actually sat out there while it stormed the other day, 
and I didn’t see any dirt on there even after...what I was 
hoping for, was for some moisture to pick up and splat-
ter dust and dirt all over the place, but it looked good 
and clean out there.” - Josh



Make
Paint
Better

Make
Paint
Better

Works everywhere
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All paint additives in this 
booklet have a very low 
VOC content and are com-
pliant for use anywhere in 
the United States.

We have your paint surfaces covered! Whether you are having adhe-
sion issues or you just need to change the properties of your project’s 
surface, Latex Agent is your solution!
Click on any Latex Agent additive to find out more about their uses, to 
see how they are changing the way people paint, and to order your 
bottles of Latex Agent paint additives.
Save time, money and effort... and paint like a pro!
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See all Latex Agent products, 
success stories, and testimonials.
LatexAgent.com
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